Subject – Grade 7
Topic – Social Studies: Archeology and the Law

The Story of Kwäday Dän Ts’ìnchį

Read the following excerpt from the article “Kwädąy Dän Ts’ìnchį opens window to the past”, The
Yukon News, January 25, 2018. Then complete the Article Summary Template.
Sometime in August, a long time ago, perhaps 160 to 300 years ago (we can’t be sure of the precise
date), a young Chilkat Tlingit man, possibly of the Daḵl’aweidi clan, headed to the interior from what is
now coastal Alaska, probably from the village of Klukwan, near modern-day Haines.
He was wearing a gopher-skin robe, definitely a product from, and suited to, the interior. The robe
had been repaired with sinew of the blue whale. He wore a woven fibre hat. He carried some tools,
and some dried sockeye salmon to chew upon when he became hungry. Perhaps he was planning on
a quick trip to his destination, one of the villages that populated the Tatshenshini River at the time.
Evidence tells us that he had spent the previous year feasting on land mammals, suggesting that he
had been in the interior, rather than at the coast. Is it possible that he was returning to the interior,
probably to the village of Ńughàyik, or Alseck, after a short visit on the coast? He was around 18
years old, healthy, and physically fit. He would have been accustomed to travelling through the
landscape of the coastal mountains.
He climbed the mountains to Mineral Lakes and then crossed the Samuel Glacier. Two days after he
departed on his journey, in an ice-filled pass near the highest point between saltwater and the
Tatshenshini River, he perished in the most remote northwest corner of what is known today as
British Columbia. There is no evidence that it was a violent death; perhaps he became trapped in one
of the sudden storms that were known to descend upon these mountains quickly and unexpectedly.
His body became buried in ice and snow and remained there for centuries, but global warming melted
back enough ice and snow that three hunters hiking through the area in 1999 came upon the remains
of the young man. This heralded the beginning of 17 years of collaborative work, intended to learn
who he was, where he came from, and to give his remains the respectful treatment that tradition
dictated.
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